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Setup and Hosting 

Host Machine Setup 
We were given an Ubuntu VM as the operating system for this competition. We needed this VM (and its 

clones) to be accessible by all team members. Daniel Moon offered a spare desktop he had to act as a 

host machine. Daniel installed Ubuntu on his desktop and used it as the host OS for the VM’s.  In order 

for everyone on our team to access the machine at any point during the competition, we set up 

TeamViewer on the host machine and shared the credentials through Facebook and Google docs. This 

allows as many users as you want to connect to a remote machine giving all team members access to 

the host machine simultaneously. Then, we were able to access the Ubuntu-CDX VMs as well. 

This was also a nice set up because we could use the built in TeamViewer chat to communicate easily. 

While doing some hardening or setting-up a logging service, we could help each other without physically 

being together. 

After accidently logging out of teamviewer during the competition (and forcing Daniel to run home and 

restart it) we decided to set up an SSH client inside the host to be able to remotely restart teamviewer. 

Host’s SSH Connection 
We needed to keep Daniel’s host machine connected to UC’s network for the duration of the 

competition. To do this, we set up an SSH tunnel with constant traffic. This allowed the machine to stay 

on UC’s network without having to log in every 4 hours or so. 

Use the following command from a shell on your ubuntu host to establish a socks proxy to UC: 

● ssh -N -f -T -D 8080 <ucfilespace-username>@ucfilespace.uc.edu 

We used a socks proxy so we had to put the following line into our client.conf before the “remote …” 

line: 

● socks-proxy 127.0.0.1 8080     

preferably before the 'remote ...' line. In order to stay alive regardless of activity, we added the 

following lines to /etc/ssh/ssh_config: 

● ServerAliveInterval 30 

● ServerAliveCountMax 5 

Pre-Competition 

Resources 
The first thing to do with our Ubuntu VM was to start finding and patching vulnerabilities. We used 

several resources to find common vulnerabilities. We used the following websites for ideas: 

http://hardenubuntu.com/ 

https://help.ubuntu.com/community/Security 

http://hardenubuntu.com/
https://help.ubuntu.com/community/Security
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http://www.ubuntu.com/usn/trusty/  

We also wanted to add rules to our IP tables to prevent attacks. We used the following website for some 

IP table rules: 

http://www.thegeekstuff.com/2011/06/iptables-rules-examples/ 

We ended up having to remove some of the rules because they would prevent necessary services from 

registering for scoring. 

Hardening Efforts 

Add Root Password 
The first thing to do was to add a password to root. This is to prevent external users from getting root 

access to our machine. This was probably the most important change. 

● sudo visudo 

Date changed: Dec. 1, 7:52 pm. 

Change User Password for “student” 
Next, we needed to create a new password for student. Because the password was simple and known 

by our adversaries, we created a longer, unknown password to the main account. 

Date changed: Dec. 1, 9:00 pm. 

Resynchronize and Update Packages 
We needed to resynchronize package index files and install the newest versions of all packages on the 

system. The following commands were ran to achieve this: 

● sudo apt-get update 

● sudo apt-get dist-upgrade 

Date changed: Dec. 1, 9:30 pm. 

Remove Vulnerable Programs 
We searched through the operating system for vulnerable or unnecessary programs. The following 

programs were found and removed using the corresponding commands. 

Removed Mutt email client: 

● sudo apt-get remove mutt 

Date changed: Dec. 1, 9:35 pm. 

Removed unnecessary speech recognition application: 

● sudo apt-get remove speech-dispatcher 

Date changed: Dec. 1, 9:35 pm. 

Removed unnecessary software daemon for mobile broadband devices: 

http://www.ubuntu.com/usn/trusty/
http://www.thegeekstuff.com/2011/06/iptables-rules-examples/
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● sudo apt-get remove modemmanager 

Date changed: Dec. 1, 11:00 pm. 

Remove cups printer service. This was later needed and had to be reinstalled: 

● sudo apt-get remove cups 

Date changed: Dec. 2, 11:00 am. 

Date reverted: Dec. 2, 3:00 pm.  

 

We also removed the python package before realizing that it is used by Unity. This meant we had no 

access to anything but the desktop. There was no top or side bar that you usually see with Ubuntu. This 

made it difficult to reinstall and fix, but it was eventually resolved. 

● sudo apt-get remove python 

Date changed: Dec. 1, 9:55 pm. 

Date reverted: Dec. 2, 9:00 am. 

Remove Unneeded Dependencies 
Removed packages that were automatically installed to satisfy dependencies for packages that are no 

longer needed: 

● sudo apt-get autoremove 

Date changed: Dec. 1, 9:40 pm. 

Install a Firewall 
Installed Uncomplicated Firewall for a front-end to our iptables: 

● sudo apt-get ufw 

This was originally used to block MySQL port, but the had to be removed later for scoring purposes. 

● sudo ufw deny 3306 

Date changed: Dec. 1, 9:50 pm. 

IP Tables Rules 
Prevented DoS attacks by adding limits to connections on port 80 and request/hour limits: 

● sudo iptables -A INPUT -p tcp --dport 80 -m limit --limit 25/minute --limit-burst 100 -j ACCEPT 

We did not add any rules to block IP addresses because we could only block one at a time, and any IP 

address that appears to be malicious is probably also scoring us. So, it looked like IP blocking was mostly 

ruled out for the competition. 

Date changed: Dec. 1, 9:55 pm. 

Add Delay to All Requests 
To annoy and hopefully deter intruders, we added a 1 second delay to all network traffic. 

● sudo tc qdisc add dev eth0 root netem delay 1000ms 

Date changed: Dec. 2, 9:33 am. 
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Modify the Apache Home Page 
Modified index.html to not show default apache settings: 

● Modify /var/www/html/index.html 

Date changed: Dec. 2, 8:27 pm. 

Remove Damn Vulnerable Web Application (dvwa) 
When changing the index.html, we also found dvwa. We looked it up, and it turns out to be a web 

application with many vulnerabilities built in. Resource can be found here: 

http://www.dvwa.co.uk/ 

Command used: 

● sudo rm -r /etc/www/html/dvwa 

Date changed: Dec. 2, 10:06 am. 

Change Kernel Parameters 
Using a fresh Ubuntu install as a basis, we compared the kernel parameters of the given Ubuntu VM. 

The command used on both systems was: 

● sysctl -a > sysctl.output 

The “sysctl.output” files were compared using an online text based difference checking tool. The 

following differences were found and resolved. This does not include all of them. There were some 

differences we found that were probably not necessary to fix, including ones that set limits on resource 

usage. 

Reverted stack shifting: 

● echo 2 | sudo tee /proc/sys/kernel/randomize_va_space 

Defend against denial of service (DoS) attack: 

● echo 1 | sudo tee /proc/sys/net/ipv4/tcp_syncookies 

Add restrictions to displaying kernel pointers. Hides kernel pointers: 

● echo 1 | sudo tee /proc/sys/kernel/kptr_restrct 

Disabled ptrace debugging for all processes: 

● echo 2 | sudo tee /proc/sys/kernel/yama/ptrace_scope 

Disabled IPv6 forwarding: 

● echo 0 | sudo tee /proc/sys/net/ipv6/conf/eth0/accept_ra 

Date changed: Dec. 1, 10:20 am. 

Ignore IPv6 Traffic 
Set OS to ignore IPv6 traffic as it is unnecessary for scoring. We did this by editing network connections, 

editing the Wired Connection 1, and choosing IPv6 Settings, and setting method to Ignore. 

Date changed: Dec. 1, 10:30 am. 

http://www.dvwa.co.uk/
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Remove SSH Access for User libuuid 
User libuuid has unrestricted SSH access, so remove this user from access SSH in case there is a 

vulnerability that gives attackers libuuid privileges: 

● sudo usermod -s /usr/sbin/nologin libuuid 

Date changed: Dec. 2, 9:02 pm. 

Change MySQL Password 
Change MySQL password: 

● mysql -u root SET PASSWORD FOR 'root'@'localhost' = PASSWORD('yourpassword') 

Date changed: Dec. 3, 10:04 am. 

Change Permissions on /usr/bin 
We tried disabling things like the compilers inside here but accidentally ran the following command: 

● sudo chmod 000 /usr/bin 

Do not do this! This resulted in changing the read and write permissions for every program in the folder.  

Because the terminal program is found here, It basically bricked the computer since nothing could be 

run or modified. After this, we had to restart the hardening process with a new machine. Fortunately, 

we only got through about half of the modifications before this happened and we had time before the 

competition to resolve the issue. 

Date changed: Dec. 1, 10:00 pm. 

Date reverted: Dec. 2, 8:00 am. 

 

Cloning 
After we made the necessary modifications to the CDX virtual machine, we made two clones so we 

could have one for each IP address. This would be simpler than redoing all the fixes on two more 

machines.  We additionally created an extra clone as a safety precaution in case an unrecoverable 

attack.  Close to the start of the competition we were told that this would violate the spirit of the 

competition and so we never used it. 

Monitoring 
At 9:28:17pm on Dec. 2nd, we began logging network traffic. We opened up wireshark on the host 

machine and started capturing all traffic related to our machines on interface tap0. We set it up so that 

a new file was generated every 10 MB. The service was restarted in the morning Dec. 3rd due to some 

errors popping up. These errors had no effect on the traffic capturing, however. 

● Wiresharking capturing on tap0 

We set up a filter so that only traffic to our three machines were captured and arp traffic was filtered 

out. 

● Filter: (net 10.8.0.217 or net 10.8.0.218 or net 10.8.0.219) and not arp 
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We attempted to set up Squil and Squert but were unable to have the services up and running before 

the start of the competition. We had to focus our time on getting the host machine and the VM’s 

connected correctly. 
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Mid-Competition 

WordPress “Hacked!” 
At 10:33PM on Dec. 2, we visited our WordPress site on one of the VM’s and found we had forgotten to 

change the username and password from the defaults. We found Redteam had changed the login 

credentials and attempted some social engineering on us with the following post: 

 

 

They claimed that by running “chmod –R 777” in our “/var/html/www” directory we could regain access 

to the WordPress site. We didn’t fall for their bait – that command would have given any user full read, 

write, and execute permissions in that directory. 

Instead we checked if they actually had access to the service hosting our WordPress, which was much 

more important than access to the site itself. After realizing that our service was still up, we decided that 

it wasn’t important to the competition that they had control of the site so long as they couldn’t shut the 

service down, so we left it alone. 
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MySQL 
We also added a password to the mysql root account mid-competition to ensure that they are not able 

to log in and compromise us.  We also changed the mysql history to ensure that anybody snooping 

through our system would see that we changed the password.  In an attempt to slow down and 

frustrate such attackers we changed the history to show a false password. 

 

This is what they would find if they found the sql history located in /home/.mysql_history, our password 

was not “supersexybeastman2000”, it was “supercrazyawesomeman” 

A mistake was made when adding in a password for the mysql root account.  Because there is no safety 

when entering a password, if you enter a password and accidentally type an extra character, the account 

will be locked with that password.  This unfortunately happened and locked us out of mysql on 217.  We 

did not know that the password was incorrectly typed and did not catch it when modifying the mysql 

history. 

Mid-Competition Monitoring 
Following the commandeering of our WordPress site, we attempted at added a notification system that 

would text us in the event our service actually goes down. It would run on the CDX status page and 

monitor the state of the html, checking to see if the wordpress tag text was different.  If it was different, 

the monitoring application would send a text message to alert us so that we could respond in a timely 

manner.  We were not able to implement this feature. 
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In addition, team members would periodically check if the services were up and running and monitor 

web traffic. All team members had remote access so it was simple to log in and open the CDX status 

page manually. 

Post-Competition 

Analysis of Network Traffic 

Generic Traffic 
We found there to be constant traffic during the entire competition to make it harder to spot anomalies. 

This traffic was in the form of MDNS queries and responses. 

 

There were also SSH and HTTP requests that came in every 300 - 400 seconds or so. The HTTP request would 

pull /wordpress page. This was probably the scoring service checking to see if our services were running. 

 

December 2nd 
● 21:28:18 EST 
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We found that intruders were doing quite a bit of reconnaissance on our systems when we 

started capturing data. There was heavy HTTP traffic during the first hour and a half of our 

capture data. The heavy traffic ended at about 10:43 PM. It moved towards more periodic traffic 

every 360 seconds, this was probably the scoring people checking if Wordpress is still running. 

● 21:33:21 EST 

The first SSH connection that was recorded was at 9:33 PM on December 2nd on IP address 

10.8.0.217 from IP address 10.8.0.51. The connections seem to occur every 360 seconds, but 

from different IP address and almost always connects to 10.8.0.217. This is probably the scoring 

people checking if our SSH service is running. 

There did not appear to be any attempts at unauthorized access through SSH. 

● 23:26:00 EST 

Attackers from 10.8.0.72 attempted to access the Damn Vulnerable Web Application on each 

machine. Fortunately, this was removed from each machine so the attackers could not exploit it 

and moved on. 

 

December 3rd 
● 00:50:38 EST 

We noticed an increase in HTTP traffic at 12:50 AM on December 3rd from IP address 10.8.0.59 

on IP address 10.8.0.219. Someone attempted to access /wordpress/login, /wordpress/l, and 

finally get to /wordpress/wp-login.php. It appears that they try to use the “lost password” 

service to reset the password. This was probably not an attacker because the attackers already 

had access to the Wordpress account. Traffic stopped shortly afterward at 12:51 AM. 

● 11:09:38 EST 

We found lots of FTP requests from 10.8.0.64 around 11 AM on December 3rd. After 

investigation, we found that they were sending pictures. We were able to recover half a picture 

from the PCAP file, but the transaction was split over two PCAP files. Then, we found that 

someone has FTP’d pictures onto all of our machines. The files were placed in “/srv/ftp”. There 

were also many other files that were only 0 bytes, indicating some failed transactions. The 

transactions lasted until about 12:11 PM when the connections closed due to timeout. 

The following image is an example: 
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● 20:22:01 EST 

We noticed an increase in HTTP traffic on IP address 10.8.0.219 at 8:22 PM on December 3rd. 

We noticed that they accessed /wordpress/wp-admin/profile, indicating that it was the same 

intruders who took over our Wordpress account. Traffic stopped around 8:31 PM.  

When trying to go to localhost/wordpress/wp-admin/ on our 10.8.0.219 machine, it redirects to 

www.lololol.com.  

● 21:05:01 EST 

We found more FTP attempts on 10.8.0.219 starting at 9 PM on December 3rd from 10.8.0.69. 

Users tried to log in using the username “Anonymous” and password “deadbeefhax”, but failed. 

They then used the default password “anonymous@email.com” and were granted access. 

http://www.lololol.com/
mailto:anonymous@email.com
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They weren’t able to do much besides get the local time. 

● 22:38:15 EST 

It appears that intruders accessed our FTP service again, this time with the intention of pulling 

sensitive data. Intruders attempted to pull “/etc/passwd”, “/var/www/”, and “/proc/self/fd/3”. 

The intruders were not able to actually obtain any of the data. 
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The intruders also attempted to change some permissions on “welcome.msg”, but were 

unsuccessful. They then transmitted an image of John Cena, hqdefault.jpg. The FTP session 

ended at 23:52:34 EST. There were no more FTP requests for the remainder of the competition. 

 

 

December 4th 
● 16:10:31 EST 

We started to notice a huge increase in traffic, starting at 4:10 PM on Dec. 4. The requests look 

like TCP handshake requests coming from the same IP address (10.8.0.55), but are not 

acknowledged by the requester. It appears to be a DoS attack. 
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The requests start off slow, with only 3 requests (one to each machine) at time 11192. Two 

seconds later, the requests start streaming in, with 9 requests (three to each machine). Our 

machines send back the reply, expecting the requester to send an acknowledge back, but it’s 

never received. The requests continue to come in, with 9 requests every 2 seconds (sometimes 

retransmissions) and always from the same IP address (10.8.0.55). 

The attack continued until about 11:07 PM. After the attack, the normal MDNS traffic resumed. 

As far as we know, nothing was brought down during this attack.  

Attack Analysis 

 

Image taken from: https://digital-forensics.sans.org/blog/2010/06/21/security-intelligence-knowing-enemy/ 

Wordpress Account Hack 

Recon 
Attackers looked around the Wordpress site and found the login page. They entered some default 

credentials and were given access. This did not give access to our machine or service. 

Weaponization 
The attackers attempted to create a social engineering attack by trying to trick us into changing 

permissions on our file system, granting them access even as an anonymous user. 
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Delivery 
The attackers delivered their social engineering attack by posting on the wordpress site. The attack was 

detected and stopped here. 

Exploitation 
If the attack was not stopped at the delivery phase, the exploitation phase would have given the 

intruders access to our machine. 

Installation 
The attackers did not install anything. 

Command & Control 
The attackers were not able to gain access to our machines. 

Actions 
The intent of this attack was to trick us into changing permissions so that the attackers could gain access 

through other means. 

Damn Vulnerable Web Application Attack 

Recon 
The DVWA was removed from our machine, so any attempts at exploits through DVWA were stopped at 

reconnaissance. 

Weaponization 
Weaponization took place when the application was made. 

Delivery 
The vulnerable was installed on the machine before it was given to us for this competition. 

Exploitation 
If the application was not removed, the attackers could have exploited it. 

Installation 
Nothing was installed by the attacker. 

Command & Control 
If the attackers were able to exploit DVWA, they may have gained access. This was stopped, however, by 

removing the vulnerability. 

Action 
The intent of this attack would be to gain access to our machines and shutdown the services. 
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FTP File Transfer 

Recon 
Attackers were able to access our FTP service by entering some default username and passwords. 

Weaponization 
Although no apparent weaponization was done, the attackers could have created a malicious PDF file for 

example and planted it onto our machine. If we opened the PDF file, it could have given the attackers 

access. The attack was stopped here because no weaponization was done. 

Delivery 
Delivery  was already achieved. Attackers were able to send files to our machines through FTP. However, 

the weaponization step was skipped so no exploitation could be done. 

Exploitation 
If the attackers were able to send a malicious file, the exploitation would come when we opened the 

file. It was stopped, however, so no exploitation occured. 

Installation 
Nothing was installed. 

Command & Control 
This would only occur if a malicious file was sent and opened. 

Action 
The intention of such an attack would be to take over our machine and shut down the services. 

Denial of Service Attack 

Reconnaissance 
The attack started with one TCP handshake request to each machine. After these requests were replied 

to, the attacker (or the attacker’s automated service) knew that the our machines were listening and 

prepared for TCP handshakes. 

Weaponization 
The attacker’s probably used an automated system to send lots of TCP handshake requests but not 

acknowledge any. This automated system is the weapon used in the attack. 

Delivery 
No delivery step here. The attack is run from the attacker’s machine. 
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Exploitation 
The attackers exploited a vulnerability with TCP. The attack was stopped here as we had an iptable rule 

that prevented too many requests coming in at once. 

Installation 
None. 

Command & Control 
The attack would not give the attackers access to our machines. 

Action 
The intent of this attack was to bring our services down. However, because it was stopped at the 

exploitation phase, the attackers were not successful. 

Improvements 

Ideas Not Implemented 

Intrusion Detection 
One area we severely lacked in was automated intrusion detection. For the first part of the competition, 

we were literally checking the site every hour or so to make sure we were still up and running. A better 

idea would be to install an IDS. We wanted to, but we focused most of our time on hardening and 

setting up the connections as those were more important. 

More UFW Rules 
We originally had some firewall rules in place but had to remove them due to scoring restrictions. Even 

though our machines were relatively safe, we could have utilized the firewall better. 

Automated Service Detection 
One idea that we tried to implement, but couldn’t get working, was a script that would detect when a 

service goes and down and send an email or text message to the team members. This would be helpful 

for reducing incidence response times. 

Things We Could Have Done Better 

Username and Passwords 
With the Wordpress attack as evidence, we were not diligent in changing all of our credentials. We did 

not change our Wordpress account username and password, forfeiting our access. Similarly, intruders 

were able to FTP onto our machines and transfer some files. If these had been malicious files and we 

opened them, it could have been disastrous.  
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Attempt Metasploit Attacks 
One thing we could have done is run a metasploit hail mary attack on the given machine. This would be 

an easy way to find apparent vulnerabilities. Our adversaries could have done the exact same attack and 

we could have easily thwarted it by trying it ourselves. It helps to think like an attacker, but we weren’t 

in the mindset apparently. 

 

 


